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1. Stance 
2. Grip 
3. Sight Alignment 
4. Sight Picture
5. Trigger/Finger placement 
6. Breath control
7. Trigger Control
8. Follow through



 Isosceles Stance

 Weaver Stance 

 Modern L.E. Isosceles Stance
(Fighting/Tactical Stance)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Three of the most commonly used shooting stances.  Each has the benefits and people that believe each one is the best.  The tactical/fighting stance is one of the newer stances being introduced.



• Stand facing the target with 
your feet shoulder width 
apart. 

• Bend your knees slightly. 

• Extend the handgun fully 
toward the target keeping 
your arms straight and 
locked. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Was the original shooting platform that was taught.  Works well for accuracy and  shooting competitions.  Negatives are it makes the person a larger target to being be shot at, not as stable of a platform if pushed, it was not designed with the officer’s bladed stance in mind.



• Stand facing the target with 
your feet shoulder width 
apart. 

• Bend your knees slightly. 

• Extend the handgun fully 
toward the target keeping 
your arms straight and 
locked. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most commonly used form by law enforcement.  Limits exposure to incoming rounds, less vital targets to be hit.  The design of the weaver stance is very similar to an officer’s bladed stance.  Limitations, ability to scan 180 degrees.



• Stand with your feet 
shoulder width apart. 
Your strong-side leg 
can be slightly behind 
the weak-side leg.

• Keep your shoulders 
squared with the 
target. 

• Grasp the handgun 
using opposite 
pressure with both 
hands. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although not a handgun, the shooter’s platform is very similar to that of a handgun.  Strong leg slightly back, knees bent, square to target.  The stance allows the shooter to engage targets within 180 degrees, but still allows a stable platform by having the strong leg slightly back.  It does make you a larger target.  It works well in situations where an officer may have to hold a position, such as active shooter, officer down rescue, etc.



 Master Grip: Pistol
 Pistol Centered in web of the hand

 High in web

 No gaps

 Middle finger has the most pressure on weapon

 Thumbs have no pressure on weapon

 Same grip after each shot (no re-adjusting)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The master grip should be the same as the your grip when removing the weapon from the holster.  You should not be re-adjusting after each shot.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an example of the two handed grip with the thumbs up and forward.  The thumbs not even need to be touching the side of the gun.  The bottom picture shows how the shooter should have the weapon secured in their dominant hand with the weak hand over it.  Having a good grip on the gun will assist the shooter with being able to regain your sight picture after each shot.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The thumb is merely resting on the side of the weapon, not pushing it.  The middle finger is providing the majority of pressure on the grip and the other not applying much pressure to the grip



 AR-15 (Rifle) Shooting Platform
 Shooting hand grips the pistol grip.
 Support hand can grab the fore stock or the front of 

the magazine well.
 The bottom corner of the buttstock should be placed 

in the crook of the shoulder. (Position the buttstock 
so that you bring the rifle to you eye and not you eye 
to the rifle)

 Assume a proper shooting stance (Lean into the Rifle 
to absorb recoil).

 Lock the Rifle into your body for a stable shooting 
platform.







 Shotgun Shooting Platform
 Shooting hand holds the stock.
 Support hand can grips the fore stock. (Use 

hand/arm to manipulate action)
 The bottom corner of the buttstock should be placed 

in the crook of the shoulder. (Position the buttstock 
so that you bring the shotgun to you eye and not 
your eye to the shotgun)

 Assume a proper shooting stance (Lean into the 
Shotgun to absorb recoil).

 Lock the shotgun into your body for a stable 
shooting platform.





Presenter
Presentation Notes
The proper sight alignment is when the top of the front post is even with the side of the rear post and there is an even amount of spacing between both sides of the front post.  The greater the difference in gaps or height and more your shot placement will be off.  Even with a slight off set, the greater the distance from the target, the more your off your shots will be.  As mentioned before, an good grip on the firearm will enable the shooter to have better follow through shot after shot with their sight alignment and picture.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows some the proper sight alignment and some examples of improper alignment and where the rounds will go on your target.



 AR-15
 Align the front sight with the rear post.
 Be aware of the 2” difference from sight post to 

barrel.
 Shotgun

 Focus on the front bead 
 You shouldn’t see the top of the rail only the front 

bead.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
When aiming your handgun, the shooter should be focused on the front sight so that it is clear.  This will cause the target to look a little fuzzy.  If you can see the target clearly, then that means you are not really looking at your front sight and chance are your shot placement will be off.



Middle of pad

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trigger finger placement can be responsible for inaccurate shot placement even when the sights are lined up properly.  The middle pad of your trigger finger should be placed on the trigger as shown above. Our trigger pull is about 6.5 pounds, which is not that heavy of a trigger pull. When you are pulling the trigger, it should be a steady consistent amount of pressure, not jerking, yanking, or slapping the trigger.  



• Inhale and exhale….shoot
• There is a ‘window’ in which your body is fully 

oxygenated, and thus you have a stable 
shooting platform.

• Don’t hold your breath, waiting until 
everything is just perfect. You need to breath, 
or you will start shaking.



 Push/Press vs. Pull/Mash
 Imagine as if you’re pressing a 

button



 Weapon naturally rises after the first shot is 
fired

 Regaining your sight picture after the first shot
 Maintaining your master grip (no need to 

adjust your grip each time you shoot)
 Slowly depressing the trigger until you feel the 

sear reset, and pressing the trigger again.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This target can provide some insight into diagnosing the potential problems with trigger finger placement, manipulation, or grip.  One of the most common errors is jerking of the trigger.  Practicing with dry fire drills can help to fix these problems.  We will show some of these drill later.  The shooter also needs to control their breathing.  This consists of relaxed breathing and not holding your breath too long before firing.  The best time to fire is at the end of an exhale when the body is used to a natural pause in breathing.



 Access – Hand comes to the weapon, establishes master grip while 
releasing hood.

 The Draw – Firearm pulled straight up out of the holster. Once the 
muzzle clears, rotate the firearm 90 degrees towards the threat.

 Present – Weapon is driven forward and met by the weak hand to 
establish a two handed grip.

 Engage – Clearly identify the target, using all of the previously 
mentioned tactics, and neutralize the threat.

 Muzzle Depress and Scan – After engagement, depress the 
weapon to allow for a visual scan of the target and area by 
scanning left / right / behind you.

 De-cock – If possible
 Ready Gun Position / Look – Bring weapon into center line by 

breaking the elbows, check over each shoulder for additional 
threats or witnesses.

 Holster – Holster the weapon with thumb over hammer and 
replace the safety hood without looking down

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Demonstration performed by range staff member while this is read to class.
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